
 
QSX™ Technical Bulletin: QSX 300 and QSX 400 and SoundStation VTX 1000® 
 
QSX Core Configurations 
 
The QSX 400 is designed to work out of box with the VoiceStation, SoundStation, SoundStation Premier, and 
SoundStation2 conference phones.  It ships with the QSX Content Controller, a VGA cable with a simple 
extension to provide a Content and Info button interface to the tabletop.  The VGA cable is used for the presenter 
to connect his or her computer to the QSX, just as someone would connect when displaying information on a 
projector.   
 
 

 
 
The QSX 300 is designed to work out of box with the SoundStation VTX 1000.  The core QSX hub is identical to 
the QSX 400.  However, with the SoundStation VTX 1000, the QSX content sharing and info button functions 
appear as softkeys on the conference phone LCD user interface*.  Accordingly, with the QSX 300 the Content 
Controller extension is not required.   The product ships with a standard VGA cable to connect a presenting 
computer to the QSX hub.  An additional high-speed digital data cable (Polycom Conference Link cable) is 
required to connect the SoundStation VTX 1000 to the QSX.  The Conference Link cable runs in parallel to the 8-
wire cable and can be bundled together to minimize additional clutter.  The cable is included with the QSX 300 
SKUs but is not included with the QSX 400.  Please see next section for more information. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Configurations: 
 
QSX 400 – Customers can start with a QSX 400 and easily migrate it to work with a SoundStation VTX 1000 if 
they upgrade their conference phone in the future.  To enable a QSX 400 to work with the SoundStation VTX 
1000, customers purchase an accessory Conference Link cable kit – Polycom part number 2215-21903-001, as 
well as update the SoundStation VTX 1000 software to release 1.6 or later. 
 
QSX 300 – Customers with the SoundStation VTX 1000 can choose to add a secondary content sharing user 
interface on the table by purchasing the QSX Content Controller accessory – Polycom part number 2215-45100-
001. The list price of purchasing a QSX 300 + a QSX Content Controller is the same as the price of the QSX 400.  
The SoundStation VTX 1000 must be at software to release 1.6 or later. 
 
 
*Requires upgrade to SW Rel 1.6 or later prior to connecting SoundStation VTX 1000 to the QSX hub.   

QSX 400 
2200-45000-015,2200-45000-119,2200-45000-

120 

QSX 400 2 pack 
2200-45402-015,2200-45402-119,2200-45402-

120 

Bundle: QSX 400 with SoundStation2, expandable 
2200-45460-102,2200-45460-107,2200-45460-

119,2200-45460-120,2200-45460-122 

QSX 300 2200-45001-015,2200-45001-119,2200-45001-120 
QSX 300 2 pack 2200-45302-015,2200-45302-119,2200-45302-120 

Bundle: QSX 300 with SoundStation VTX 1000 
2200-45340-015,2200-45340-102,2200-45340-107,2200-

45340-119,2200-45340-120,2200-45340-122 


